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Abstract. We introduce the notion of one-sided mapping cones of positive linear
maps between matrix algebras. These are convex cones of maps that are invari-
ant under compositions by completely positive maps from either the left or right
side. The duals of such convex cones can be characterized in terms of ampliation
maps, which can also be used to characterize many notions from quantum informa-
tion theory—such as separability, entanglement-breaking maps, Schmidt numbers,
as well as decomposable maps and k-positive maps in functional analysis. In fact,
such characterizations hold if and only if the involved cone is a one-sided mapping
cone. Through this analysis, we obtain mapping properties for compositions of cones
from which we also obtain several equivalent statements of the PPT (positive partial
transpose) square conjecture.

1. Introduction

A mapping cone is a closed convex cone of positive linear maps that is closed un-

der compositions by completely positive linear maps from both sides. The notion of

mapping cones was introduced by the third author [36] in the 1980s to study exten-

sion problems of positive linear maps and has been studied in the context of quantum

information theory [30, 31, 37, 38, 39, 42, 43]. Various notions from quantum informa-

tion theory—such as separability, Schmidt numbers, positive partial transposes, and

entanglement-breaking maps—can be explained in terms of mapping cones. The study

of mapping cones is also closely related to that of operator systems [21].

In this paper, we consider closed convex cones of positive linear maps between

matrix algebras which are closed under compositions by completely positive maps from

only one side. That is, cones K that satisfy either K ˝ CP Ă K or CP ˝ K Ă K,

respectively, where CP denotes the convex cone of all completely positive maps and

K1˝K2 is the set of all maps of the form φ1˝φ2 for maps φ1 P K1 and φ2 P K2. Mapping

cones satisfy many nice properties regarding the compositions of maps [39, 30, 41, 43].

We show that these properties can also be used to characterize one-sided mapping

cones.

The notion of ampliation (i.e., 1 b φ or φ b 1) of a linear map φ by the identity

map on matrix algebras plays an important role in operator algebras, as evidenced by
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Stinespring’s representation theorem [32] and a characterization of decomposability due

to the third author [35]. It was also shown by the second author [12] that k-positivity

of linear maps can be characterized by ampliation. Moreover, ampliation is also useful

for characterizing certain kinds of linear maps in quantum information theory—such as

entanglement-breaking maps [15, 29, 18]—and is crucial for distinguishing several kinds

of positive (semi-definite) matrices in tensor product spaces. For example, some criteria

for separability of quantum states can be presented in terms of ampliation of positive

maps [17]. In this paper, we provide a single framework that allows us to recover all

of the above-mentioned results. The main idea is that these kinds of characterizations

hold only when the involved convex cones are one-sided mapping cones.

For this purpose, we first study the dual cones of closed convex cones of (not-

necessarily positive) maps and their compositions K1 ˝K2. We obtain various relations

among dual cones and compositions of convex cones, from which we also obtain several

equivalent statements to the PPT-square conjecture.

Throughout this paper, we denote by MA the matrix algebra acting on the finite-

dimensional Hilbert space CA. We will work in the real vector spaces HpMA,MBq

consisting of all Hermitian-preserving linear maps from MA into another matrix algebra

MB. Recall that a linear map φ : MA Ñ MB is called Hermitian-preserving if a “ a˚

implies φpaq “ φpaq˚—or equivalently if φpa˚q “ φpaq˚—holds for every a PMA.

We define a bilinear pairing on the matrix algebra MA as

(1) xa, byA “ Trpatbq “
ÿ

i,j

aijbij

for every a “ raijs and b “ rbijs in MA, where at denotes the transpose of a. The

analogous bilinear pairings on MB and MAbMB will be denoted by x , yB and x , yAB,

respectively. Note that this is not the Hilbert–Schmidt inner product typically used in

the literature. Using the pairing defined in (1) allows us to simplify many identities

involving duality of cones considered in this paper. The main results of this paper

are not affected by this choice of bilinear pairing, as most of the cones of matrices

that we consider satisfy K “ Kt “ K (e.g., the cone of positive matrices). Moreover,

this pairing is an inner product when restricted to the real vector space of Hermitian

matrices in MA.

In the next section we present relationships between the dual cones and composi-

tions K1˝K2 for subsets K1 and K2 of linear maps that characterize one-sided mapping

cones. In Section 3 we revisit properties of mapping cones in relation to one-sided map-

ping cones, after which we characterize the duals of one-sided mapping cones in terms

of ampliation maps in Section 4. This allows us to recover several well-known results

in quantum information theory. Finally, in Section 5 we present several equivalent

formulations of the PPT-square conjecture.
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An earlier version of this paper due to second and third authors originally ap-

peared as arXiv:2002.09614v1. After the first author joined as a co-author, the authors

changed the title, rewrote and extended of the earlier version.

2. One-sided mapping cones

For a given linear map φ : MA ÑMB, its Choi matrix Cφ PMAbMB is defined as

Cφ “
ÿ

ij

eij b φpeijq PMA bMB,

where teiju denote the matrix units in MA. The mapping defined by φ ÞÑ Cφ is a

linear isomorphism between the vector space LpMA,MBq of all linear maps from MA

to MB onto the tensor product MA bMB and is usually called the Jamio lkowski-Choi

isomorphism [11, 19, 4]. It is easy to see that a map φ is Hermitian-preserving if and

only if Cφ is a self-adjoint matrix. Recall that φ is completely positive if and only if

Cφ is positive (semi-definite) [4]. Note that, for all a P MA and b P MB, we have the

identity

(2) xab b,CφyAB “
ÿ

i,j

xaijb, φpeijqyB “ xb, φpaqyB.

We refer the reader to Chapter 4 of [42] for further properties of Choi matrices.

For a given map φ P LpMA,MBq, we define its adjoint map φ˚ : MB ÑMA by the

condition

xφpaq, byB “ xa, φ
˚
pbqyA, for all a PMA, b PMB.

It is easy to see that φ P HpMA,MBq if and only if φ˚ P HpMB,MAq. For every a PMA

and b PMB, note that

(3) xbb a,Cφ˚yBA “ xa, φ
˚
pbqyA “ xb, φpaqyB “ xab b,CφyAB,

and thus the Choi matrix Cφ˚ P MB bMA of φ˚ is the flip of Cφ. Before proceeding,

we remark that the adjoint defined in this way is not the same as the adjoint with

respect to the Hilbert–Schmidt inner product that is commonly used in the literature

with the same notation. However, as mentioned previously, using the adjoint defined

in this manner allows us to simplify many of the main results.

We define a bilinear pairing on LpMA,MBq as

(4) xφ, ψy “ xCφ,CψyAB “
ÿ

i,j

xφpeijq, ψpeijqyB,

for every φ, ψ P LpMA,MBq (see, e.g., [30]). It is clear that we have the identity

(5) xφ, ψy “ xψ˚, φ˚y.

For maps φ P LpMA,MBq, ψ P LpMB,MCq and σ P LpMA,MCq, we also have that

xψ ˝ φ, σy “
ÿ

i,j

xψpφpeijqq, σpeijqyC “
ÿ

i,j

xφpeijq, ψ
˚
pσpeijqqyB “ xφ, ψ

˚
˝ σy,
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which further implies that xφ, ψ˚ ˝ σy “ xσ˚ ˝ ψ, φ˚y “ xψ, σ ˝ φ˚y by (5) and thus

(6) xψ ˝ φ, σy “ xφ, ψ˚ ˝ σy “ xψ, σ ˝ φ˚y.

For a subset K of HpMA,MBq of Hermitian-preserving maps, the corresponding

dual cone K˝ with respect to the bilinear pairing in (4) is the set defined as

K˝
“ tψ P HpMA,MBq : xφ, ψy ě 0 for every φ P Ku.

We note that K˝˝ is the smallest closed convex cone in HpMA,MBq containing K. In

particular, we have K˝˝ “ K if and only if K is a closed convex cone. For closed

convex cones K1 and K2, we denote by K1 _K2 and K1 ^K2 the convex hull and the

intersection of K1 and K2, respectively. Then we have

pK1 _K2q
˝
“ K˝

1 ^K
˝
2 and pK1 ^K2q

˝
“ K˝

1 _K
˝
2 .

(See [12, 23, 13] for further properties of cones in a more general setting). For a subset

K of HpMA,MBq, we also define the set K˚ as

K˚
“ tφ˚ P HpMB,MAq : φ P Ku.

By the identity in (5), we have

K˚˝
“ K˝˚.

For subsets K0 Ă HpMA,MBq, K1 Ă HpMB,MCq and K2 Ă HpMA,MCq, the identities

in (6) yield the following equivalences:

(7) K1 ˝K0 Ă K˝
2 ðñ K˚

1 ˝K2 Ă K˝
0 ðñ K2 ˝K

˚
0 Ă K˝

1

ðñ K1 Ă pK2 ˝K
˚
0 q
˝
ðñ K0 Ă pK

˚
1 ˝K2q

˝
ðñ K2 Ă pK1 ˝K0q

˝,

where we define

K1 ˝K0 “ tφ1 ˝ φ0 P HpMA,MCq : φ1 P K1, φ0 P K0u.

We denote by CPA the convex cone of all completely positive linear maps of MA

into itself and note that CP˝A “ CP˚A “ CPA. For a given closed convex cone K in

HpMA,MBq, we are interested in conditions on K that are equivalent to the conditions

K ˝ CPA Ă K and CPB ˝K Ă K, respectively. To do this, we may plug K0 “ CPA,

K1 “ K and K2 “ K˝ into (7) to obtain the following equivalences:

(8) K ˝ CPA Ă K ðñ K˚
˝K˝

Ă CPA ðñ K˝
˝ CPA Ă K˝

ðñ K Ă pK˝
˝ CPAq˝ ðñ CPA Ă pK˚

˝K˝
q
˝
ðñ K˝

Ă pK ˝ CPAq˝.

For a subset K of HpMA,MBq, we define the sets K5 and K4 as

K5
“ pK ˝ CPAq˝ and K4

“ pCPB ˝Kq˝.

For an arbitrary convex cone K of HpMA,MBq we have K Ă K˝CPA and K Ă CPB˝K,

since the identity maps 1A and 1B are contained in CPA and CPB, respectively. This

implies the inclusions

(9) K5
Ă K˝ and K4

Ă K˝.
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We also have K˝5 Ă K˝˝ and K˝4 Ă K˝˝ by applying (9) to K˝. The above analysis

is summarized in (10) of the following proposition. The equivalences in (11) can be

shown analogously by choosing K0 “ K, K1 “ CPB and K2 “ K˝ in (7).

Proposition 2.1. For a closed convex cone K in HpMA,MBq, we have the following

equivalent conditions:

(10)
K˝

“ K5
ðñ K˝

Ă K5
ðñ K ˝ CPA Ă K ðñ K˝

˝ CPA Ă K˝

ðñ K˚
˝K˝

Ă CPA ðñ K Ă K˝5
ðñ K “ K˝5.

We also have the following:

(11)
K˝

“ K4
ðñ K˝

Ă K4
ðñ CPB ˝K Ă K ðñ CPB ˝K˝

Ă K˝

ðñ K˝
˝K˚

Ă CPB ðñ K Ă K˝4
ðñ K “ K˝4.

We call a closed convex coneK of positive linear maps inHpMA,MBq a left-mapping

cone if CPB ˝K Ă K holds and a right-mapping cone if K ˝ CPA Ă K. For a closed

convex cone K of positive maps in HpMA,MBq, we denote by ML
K (respectively MR

K)

the smallest left- (respectively right-) mapping cone that contains K.

Proposition 2.2. For a closed convex cone K of positive maps, we have the following:

(i) MR
K “ K5˝ and this closed convex cone is generated by K ˝ CPA.

(ii) ML
K “ K4˝ and this closed convex cone is generated by CPB ˝K.

Proof. To prove (i), we first note that the convex hull pK ˝ CPAq˝˝ of K ˝ CPA is a

right-mapping cone. For any other right-mapping cone L satisfying K Ă L, we have

K ˝CPA Ă L ˝CPA Ă L and thus pK ˝CPAq˝˝ Ă L. Hence MR
K “ pK ˝CPAq˝˝ “ K5˝

and, moreover, the cone K5˝ is generated by K ˝ CPA. The proof of statement (ii) is

analogous. ˝

The convex cones K5 and K4 can be described in terms of compositions of maps,

as is shown in the following proposition.

Proposition 2.3. For a subset K of HpMA,MBq, we have the following identities:

K5
“ tφ P HpMA,MBq : ψ˚ ˝ φ P CPA for every ψ P Ku

K4
“ tφ P HpMA,MBq : φ ˝ ψ˚ P CPB for every ψ P Ku.

Proof. To prove the first identity, note for every map φ P HpMA,MBq that

φ P K5
ðñ xφ, ψ ˝ σy ě 0 for every ψ P K, σ P CPA
ðñ xψ˚ ˝ φ, σy ě 0 for every ψ P K, σ P CPA
ðñ ψ˚ ˝ φ P CPA for every ψ P K

by the identities in (6). The proof of the second statement is analogous. ˝

Theorem 2.4. For a closed convex cone K of positive maps in HpMA,MBq, the fol-

lowing are equivalent:
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(i) K is a right-mapping cone.

(ii) K˚ is a left-mapping cone.

(iii) For all φ P LpMA,MBq, φ P K
˝ if and only if ψ˚ ˝ φ P CPA for every ψ P K.

(iv) For all φ P LpMA,MBq, φ P K if and only if ψ˚ ˝ φ P CPA for every ψ P K˝.

We also have the following equivalent conditions:

(v) K is a left-mapping cone.

(vi) K˚ is a right-mapping cone.

(vii) For all φ P LpMA,MBq, φ P K
˝ if and only if φ ˝ ψ˚ P CPB for every ψ P K.

(viii) For all φ P LpMA,MBq, φ P K if and only if φ ˝ ψ˚ P CPB for every ψ P K˝.

Proof. By Proposition 2.1, we see that K is a right-mapping cone if and only if

K˝ “ K5, which holds if and only if K “ K˝5. We note that K˝ “ K5 is equivalent

to (iii) and K “ K˝5 is equivalent to (iv) by Proposition 2.3. To prove the equivalence

(i)ðñ(ii), we first note that a map φ is positive if and only if φ˚ is positive. We also

note that K5˚ “ K˚4 for every closed convex cone K by Proposition 2.3. If K is

a right-mapping cone then K˚˝ “ K˝˚ “ K5˚ “ K˚4, and so we see that K˚ is a

left-mapping cone by Proposition 2.1. Similarly, if K is a left-mapping cone then K˚

is a right-mapping cone. The equivalences of (v), (vi), (vii) and (viii) are analogous. ˝

The properties listed in (iii), (iv), (vii) and (viii) of Theorem 2.4 have been con-

sidered in various contexts in the literature [39, 30, 41, 43]. We have shown here that

such properties actually characterize one-sided mapping cones. (See also Corollary 3.2

in the next section.) It should be noted that the dual cone K˝ of a left/right-mapping

cone K may not be a left/right-mapping cone, even though, by the equivalences in (8),

it holds that K ˝ CPA Ă K if and only if K˝ ˝ CPA Ă K˝. The dual of a left/right-

mapping cone may contain a non-positive map, as we will see in Example 3.5 of the

next section.

We now investigate the Choi matrix Cψ˝φ of compositions for maps φ P LpMA,MBq

and ψ P LpMB,MCq in terms of the Choi matrices Cφ and Cψ. This will be useful for

the examples considered later in the paper. For matrices a P MA and c P MC , we use

the identity in (2) to see that

xab c,Cψ˝φyAC “ xc, ψpφpaqqqyC

“ xψ˚pcq, φpaqyB

“
ÿ

k,`

xψ˚pcq, ek`yBxek`, φpaqyB

“
ÿ

k,`

xc, ψpek`qyCxφ
˚
pek`q, ayA

“
ÿ

k,`

xab c, φ˚pek`q b ψpek`qyAC ,
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where tek`u denote the matrix units in MB. We therefore have that

(12) Cψ˝φ “
ÿ

k`

φ˚pek`q b ψpek`q PMA bMC .

This is the block-wise summation of the block Schur product [16, 8]

Cφ˚ ˝ Cψ PMB b pMA bMCq

of Cφ˚ PMB bMA and Cψ PMB bMC . We may also note that the Choi matrix of the

composition may be given by

(13) Cψ˝φ “
ÿ

k,`

ek` b ψpφpek`qq “ p1A b ψqpCφq.

Example 2.5. Consider the map σ on the algebra of 2ˆ 2 matrices defined by

σ “ 1M2 ` Ade21 ,

where 1M2 is the identity map on M2 and, for a fixed matrix a, the map Ada is the

map defined by Adapxq “ a˚xa. The Choi matrices of σ and σ˚ are given by

Cσ “

¨

˚

˚

˝

1 ¨ ¨ 1
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ 1 ¨

1 ¨ ¨ 1

˛

‹

‹

‚

and Cσ˚ “

¨

˚

˚

˝

1 ¨ ¨ 1
¨ 1 ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ ¨

1 ¨ ¨ 1

˛

‹

‹

‚

,

respectively, where ¨ denotes a zero. We denote by P1 the convex cone consisting of all

positive linear maps. We have the relations P1 ˝ CP Ă P1 and CP ˝ P1 Ă P1, and thus

P1 satisfies all the conditions in Proposition 2.1. Define the cone K as

(14) K “ pP˝1 _ tσuq˝˝,

which is the convex hull of P˝1_tσu. Note that K˝ “ P1^tσu
˝ “ tφ P P1 : xφ, σy ě 0u

and that

(15)
K5

“ P1 ^ tσu
5
“ tφ P P1 : σ˚ ˝ φ P CPu

K4
“ P1 ^ tσu

4
“ tφ P P1 : φ ˝ σ˚ P CPu

by Proposition 2.3. We will show that K4 Ę K5 and K5 Ę K4.

Toward this goal, consider maps φra,b,c,ds : M2 Ñ M2 with Choi matrix having the

form

Cφra,b,c,ds “

¨

˚

˚

˝

a ¨ ¨ ´1
¨ b ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ c ¨

´1 ¨ ¨ d

˛

‹

‹

‚

for fixed non-negative numbers a, b, c and d. (This is a p2ˆ2q-variant of the generalized

Choi map considered in [3].) For every rank-one projection |ξyxξ| having the form

|ξy “ px, yqt for fixed constants x, y P C, the map φra,b,c,ds sends |ξyxξ| to

φra,b,c,dsp|ξyxξ|q “

ˆ

a|x|2 ` c|y|2 ´xy
´xy b|x|2 ` d|y|2

˙

.
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Therefore φra,b,c,ds P P1 if and only if the above matrix is positive for every x, y P C,

which holds if and only if
?
ad`

?
bc ě 1. We also have that xφra,b,c,ds, σy “ a`c`d´2

and that

Cσ˚˝φ “

¨

˚

˚

˝

a ¨ ¨ ´1
¨ a` b ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ c ¨

´1 ¨ ¨ c` d

˛

‹

‹

‚

and Cφ˝σ˚ “

¨

˚

˚

˝

a` c ¨ ¨ ´1
¨ b` d ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ c ¨

´1 ¨ ¨ d

˛

‹

‹

‚

.

The identities in (15) therefore yield the following equivalences:

‚ φra,b,c,ds P K
˝ if and only if

?
ad`

?
bc ě 1 and a` c` d ě 2.

‚ φra,b,c,ds P K
5 if and only if

?
ad`

?
bc ě 1 and apc` dq ě 1.

‚ φra,b,c,ds P K
4 if and only if

?
ad`

?
bc ě 1 and pa` cqd ě 1.

Finally, we may take ra, b, c, ds “ r1
3
, 1, 1, 1s to conclude that K4 Ę K5 and take

ra, b, c, ds “ r1, 1, 1, 1
3
s to conclude that K5 Ę K4. ˝

3. Mapping cones revisited

Because the identity map is completely positive, we see that a closed convex cone K

satisfies CPB ˝ K ˝ CPA Ă K if and only if it satisfies both K ˝ CPA Ă K and

CPB ˝ K Ă K. Combining the equivalences in Proposition 2.1 yields the following

theorem.

Theorem 3.1. For a closed convex cone K in HpMA,MBq, the following are equiva-

lent:

(i) K˝ “ K5 “ K4.

(ii) K “ K˝5 “ K˝4.

(iii) CPB ˝K ˝ CPA Ă K.

(iv) CPB ˝K˝ ˝ CPA Ă K˝.

(v) K˚ ˝K˝ Ă CPA and K˝ ˝K˚ Ă CPB.

Following [36], we say that a closed convex cone K Ă P1 is a mapping cone if

φ1 ˝ φ ˝ φ2 P K for all choices of maps φ P K, φ1 P CPA and φ2 P CPA (that is, if K

satisfies condition (iii) of Theorem 3.1). The following corollary now follows directly

from Theorem 2.4.

Corollary 3.2. For a closed convex cone K Ă P1, the following are equivalent:

(i) K is a mapping cone.

(ii) K is both a left- and right-mapping cone.

(iii) For all maps φ P LpMA,MBq, φ P K
˝ if and only if ψ˚ ˝ φ P CPA for every

ψ P K if and only if φ ˝ ψ˚ P CPB for every ψ P K.

(iv) For all maps φ P LpMA,MBq, φ P K if and only if ψ˚ ˝ φ P CPA for every

ψ P K˝ if and only if φ ˝ ψ˚ P CPB for every ψ P K˝.
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The implications (i)ùñ(iii) and (i)ùñ(iv) of the above corollary are well known

in various contexts [39, 30, 41, 43]. Corollary 3.2 tells us that the converses of these

implications are also true.

The convex cone Pk consisting of all k-positive linear maps is an example of a

mapping cone. Recall that a linear map φ P LpMA,MBq is called k-positive if its

ampliation 1Mk
b φ with the k ˆ k matrices is positive. The convex cone CPAB of all

completely positive maps in LpMA,MBq coincides with PA^B, where A ^ B denotes

the minimum of the dimensions of CA and CB (see Corollary 4.1.9 in [42]). The range

of Pk under the Jamio lkowski-Choi isomorphism is denoted by BPk. Matrices in BPk

are called k-blockpositive. It was shown in [12] that a map φ is k-positive if and only

if

xCφ, |ξyxξ|yAB ě 0 for every |ξy P CA
b CB with Schmidt rank ď k.

We denote by Sk the convex cone in MA bMB that is generated by all matrices of

the form |ξyxξ| for vectors |ξy P CA b CB whose Schmidt rank is less than or equal

to k. For a matrix X P PAB, the smallest k such that X P Sk is called the Schmidt

number of X, where PAB (respectively PA and PB) denotes the set of of all positive

matrices in MA bMB (respectively MA and MB). The corresponding convex cone in

LpMA,MBq of all maps whose Choi matrices have Schmidt number at most k will be

denoted by SPk. Elements of SPk are said to be k-superpositive [1, 31]. Note that the

convex cones Pk and SPk are dual to each other and that SA^B “ BPA^B “ PAB. This

duality is summarized by the following diagram, where JC denotes the Jamio lkowsi-

Choi isomorphism:

(16)

LpMA,MBq : SP1 Ă SPk Ă CPAB Ă Pk Ă P1

Ó JC Ó Ó Ó Ó Ó

MA bMB : S1 Ă Sk Ă PAB Ă BPk Ă BP1

The convex cone S1 in the tensor product MA bMB and its corresponding convex

cone SP1 in LpMA,MBq play crucial roles in quantum information theory. Recall that a

state is a positive unital linear functional. Every state on the matrix algebra MAbMB

corresponds to a density matrix % P MA b MB by the mapping x ÞÑ xx, %yAB. In

this sense, we may identify a state with its corresponding density matrix. A density

matrix in MA bMB is called separable if it belongs to S1 and entangled if it is not

separable. By the duality between P1 and SP1, we see that a state % is entangled if

and only if there exists φ P P1 such that xCφ, %y ă 0 [17]. Maps in SP1 are also called

entanglement-breaking [29, 18, 27, 15]. It is easy to see that the convex cone SPk is

generated by maps of the form AdV for matrices V with rankpV q ď k.

The following results show that the condition K Ă P1 in the definition of a mapping

cone may be weakened significantly. Note that for any matrices x P MA and y P MB,
9



the mapping ψ P LpMA,MBq defined as ψpzq “ xx, zyA y for every z P MA has Choi

matrix equal to Cψ “ xb y.

Lemma 3.3. Let K be a nonzero mapping cone in HpMA,MBq (i.e., a closed convex

cone that satisfies CPB ˝ K ˝ CPA Ă K) and suppose there exists a map φ P K such

that TrpCφq ą 0. Then we have SP1 Ă K.

Proof. Let x P PA and y P PB and define maps ψ P LpMA,MAq and σ P LpMB,MBq

whose Choi matrices are Cψ “ x b IA and Cσ “ IB b y respectively. These maps are

completely positive and thus σ ˝ φ ˝ ψ P K by assumption. By (13), we have that

Cσ˝φ˝ψ “
`

1A b pσ ˝ φq
˘

pCψq “ xb σpφpIAqq “ TrpφpIAqqxb y “ TrpCφqxb y.

The desired result now follows from the fact that PA b PB generates the cone S1. ˝

Proposition 3.4. Let K be a proper nonzero closed convex cone in HpMA,MBq that

satisfies the condition CPB ˝K ˝ CPA Ă K. The following are equivalent:

(i) K Ă P1.

(ii) there exists φ P K with TrpCφq ą 0.

(iii) SP1 Ă K.

Proof. It is clear that (i) implies (ii), as every nonzero map φ P P1 satisfies TrpCφq ą 0.

The implication (ii)ñ(iii) follows from Lemma 3.3. Suppose now that (iii) holds. Note

that K˝ is nonzero by the assumption that K is proper and that (iii) is equivalent to

K˝ Ă P1, so there exists a map φ P K˝ satisfying TrpCφq ą 0. By Theorem 3.1, we

may apply Lemma 3.3 to the convex cone K˝ to see that SP1 Ă K˝, which implies that

K Ă P1. ˝

It is known that every mapping cone K satisfies SP1 Ă K Ă P1 (see Lemma 5.1.5

in [42]). From the equivalence (i)ðñ(iii) of Proposition 3.4 together with (iii)ðñ(iv)

of Theorem 3.1, we recover the well-known fact [40, 30] that K is a mapping cone if

and only if K˝ is a mapping cone (see Theorem 6.1.3 in [42]). In particular, the convex

cone SPk is also a mapping cone. The condition CPB ˝K ˝CPA Ă K in Proposition 3.4

cannot be replaced by the weaker condition CPB ˝K Ă K, as is shown in the following

example.

Example 3.5. For any fixed positive map σ : MA ÑMB, the set K “ CPB ˝ tσu is a

convex cone. Moreover, it is clear that K is a left-mapping cone and thus ML
K “ K.

Consider now the map σ whose Choi matrix is e11 b e11 PMA bMB. For an arbitrary

φ P LpMA,MBq, we have

Cφ˝σ “ e11 b φpe11q PMA bMB,

by (13). If the dimension of CA is greater than 1, it is clear that SP1 Ć K and so we

have that K˝ Ć P1 even though K Ă P1.
10



If K is a mapping cone in LpMA,MBq then it is easy to see that tφ ˝ t : φ P Ku

is also a mapping cone, where t denotes the transpose map. We therefore obtain the

following further examples of mapping cones defined by

(17) Pk :“ tφ ˝ t : φ P Pku and SPk :“ tφ ˝ t : φ P SPku.

We have that PA^B “ SPA^B and this cone will be denoted by CCP, whose elements

are called completely copositive maps. It is also clear that the convex hull K1_K2 and

the intersection K1 ^K2 are mapping cones whenever K1 and K2 are mapping cones.

In particular, the mapping cones

DEC :“ CP_ CCP and PPT :“ CP^ CCP

play important roles in the theory of quantum information. Elements of DEC are

called decomposable positive maps [33, 45, 34]. It is known that P1 “ DEC if and only

if pdimCA, dimCBq is p2, 2q, p2, 3q or p3, 2q [33, 45, 5]. For a given X P MA bMB,

the matrix XΓ “ pt b 1BqpXq is called the partial transpose of X. For a map φ P

LpMA,MBq, we see that

Cφ˝t “
ÿ

ij

eAij b φpe
A
jiq “ pCφq

Γ.

We therefore have that φ P PPT if and only if both Cφ and CΓ
φ are positive. Such

matrices are called positive partial transpose (PPT). Because SΓ
1 “ S1, we have that

% is PPT for all separable states % P S1 [6, 25]. This is precisely the dual of the

statement that DEC Ă P1. A map φ P LpMA,MBq is called a PPT map if φ P PPT (or

equivalently Cφ is PPT). Therefore, a map is PPT if and only if it is both completely

positive and completely copositive.

Consider now the lattice generated by the mapping cones listed in (16) and (17) with

respect to the following two operations: the convex hull K1 _K2 and the intersection

K1 ^K2 of closed convex cones K1 and K2. Mapping cones belonging to this lattice

are said to be typical [30]. If MA is the set of 2ˆ 2 matrices, this lattice of inclusions

may be drawn as one of the following diagrams (depending on the dimension of MB):

P1

CP

<<

CCP

cc

SP1

bb ;;

P1

DEC

OO

CP

;;

CCP

dd

PPT

cc ::

SP1

OO

11



If the dimension of CB is 2 or 3 then we have the diagram on the left. If dimpCBq ě 4

then we have the diagram on the right. It is known that there exist mapping cones

which are not typical [20].

Example 3.6. Consider again convex cone K “ pP˝1 _ tσuq˝˝ from Example 2.5. We

will show that K Ř K44. Toward this goal, consider the map τ : M2 Ñ M2 whose

Choi matrix is given by

Cτ “

¨

˚

˚

˝

¨ ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ 1 1 ¨

¨ 1 1 ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ 1

˛

‹

‹

‚

.

Note that we have τ˚ “ τ . For a map φ : M2 Ñ M2 with Choi matrix given by

Cφ “

ˆ

x y
z w

˙

for matrices x, y, z, w P M2, the Choi matrices of the compositions

φ ˝ τ˚ and φ ˝ σ˚ are Cφ˝τ˚ “

ˆ

w z
y x` w

˙

and Cφ˝σ˚ “

ˆ

x` w y
z w

˙

respectively,

where σ is the map from Example 2.5. If it holds that φ P K4 then Cφ˝σ˚ is positive

and it is clear that Cφ˝τ˚ is also positive. It follows that that Cτ˝φ˚ is positive for every

φ P K4, from which we conclude that τ P K44. Now, toward a contradiction, suppose

that τ P K. Since K is the convex cone generated by SP1 and σ, there must exist a

map φ P SP1 and a number λ ě 0 such that τ “ φ`λσ. Comparing the Choi matrices

Cτ and Cσ, we see that we must have λ “ 0 and thus τ P SP1. However, it is clear

Cτ is entangled as it is not PPT, and thus τ R SP1. This is in contradiction to the

assumption that τ P K. We therefore conclude that K Ř K44. ˝

Let K be an arbitrary closed convex cone of positive maps. Recall that the smallest

left- (respectively right-) mapping cone ML
K (respectively MR

K) containing K is given

by pCP ˝Kq˝˝ “ K4˝ (respectively pK ˝ CPq˝˝ “ K5˝). By the same argument as in

Proposition 2.2, we see that the smallest mapping cone MK containing K is given by

MK “ pCP ˝K ˝CPq˝˝. Moreover, it is clear that pCP ˝KqY pK ˝CPq Ă CP ˝K ˝CP.

We therefore obtain the following lattice of (not necessarily strict) inclusions:

(18) ML
K

%%
K //ML

K ^MR
K

99

%%

ML
K _MR

K
//MK

MR
K

99

Even though a closed convex cone K is a mapping cone if and only if it is both a left-

and right-mapping cone, we shall see in the following example that ML
K _MR

K need

not coincide with MK . In particular, we will see that every inclusion in (18) is strict

for the convex cone K from Example 2.5. For this cone, MR
K is a right-mapping cone

which is not a left-mapping cone, as it holds that ML
MR

K
“MK in general.

12



Example 3.7. Consider again the closed convex cone K “ pSP1 _ tσuq
˝˝, where σ is

the map defined in Example 2.5. Taking the duals of the convex cones in (18) yields

the following chain of inclusions:

(19) K4

%%
pCP ˝K ˝ CPq˝ // K4 ^K5

99

%%

K4 _K5 // K˝

K5

99

We will show that every inclusion in the above diagram is strict. It is clear that every

inclusion in the diamond part of the lattice is strict, since K4 Ę K5 and K5 Ę K4

by Example 2.5. To see that the first inclusion is strict, consider the map φα defined

for a fixed positive number α ą 0 by

φα

ˆˆ

x11 x12

x21 x22

˙˙

“

ˆ

αx11 x12

x21 x22{α

˙

.

For α ą 0 and β ą 0, we have that

(20) Cφβ˝σ˝φα “

¨

˚

˚

˝

αβ ¨ ¨ 1
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ β{α ¨

1 ¨ ¨ 1{αβ

˛

‹

‹

‚

P CCP˝K˝CP.

Consider now the map having the form ψ “ φra,b,c,ds as defined in Example 2.5, where

we choose a “ b “ c “ d “ 1?
2
. It is clear that ψ P K4 ^K5. Toward a contradiction,

suppose that ψ P pCP ˝K ˝ CPq˝. It must be the case that

xψ, φβ ˝ σ ˝ φαy “
1
?

2

ˆ

αβ `
β

α
`

1

αβ

˙

ě 2

for every α, β ą 0 by (20). However, the above inequality fails to hold for α “ 2 and

β “ 1?
5
. It follows that ψ R pCP ˝K ˝ CPq˝ and thus pCP ˝K ˝ CPq˝ Ř K4 ^K5.

Now consider maps of the form φras :“ φra,a,a,as. We see that φras P P1 if and only if

a ě 1
2

and that φras P K
˝ if and only if a ě 2

3
. On the other hand, we have φras P K

4

if and only if φras P K
5 if and only if a ě 1?

2
. It follows that the last inclusion in (19)

is also strict. Finally, we note that the mapping cone MK is not typical (see Theorem

18 of [20]). ˝

4. Duality through ampliation

In this section, we discuss relationships between one-sided mapping cones and am-

pliation maps 1Abφ and φb1B. We will see that many dual objects—such as K4 and

K5—can be described in terms of ampliation. This allows us to recover many results

in quantum information theory—such as separability criteria through ampliation of

positive maps [17] as well as characterizations of entanglement-breaking maps [18] and

Schmidt number [44]—in a single framework. We also recover some characterizations
13



of decomposable maps due to the third author [35] and properties of k-positive maps

due to the second author [12]. We stress that the above-mentioned characterizations

hold if and only if the involved convex cones are one-sided mapping cones. For a con-

vex cone K in HpMA bMBq, we denote by CK the convex cone in the tensor product

MA bMB defined as CK “ tCφ : φ P Ku .

Proposition 4.1. For a closed convex cone K in HpMA,MBq and a map φ P HpMA,MBq,

the following are equivalent:

(i) φ P K5.

(ii) p1A b φqpCψq P CK˝ for every ψ P CPA.

(iii) p1B b ψqpCφ˚q P CK˚˝ for every ψ P CPA.

(iv) p1A b σ
˚qpCφq P PAA for every σ P K.

(v) p1A b φ
˚qpCσq P PAA for every σ P K.

It is useful to remember the domains and the ranges of the ampliation maps in

Proposition 4.1. We have

1A b φ : MA bMA ÑMA bMB

1B b ψ : MB bMA ÑMB bMA

1A b σ
˚ : MA bMB ÑMA bMA

1A b φ
˚ : MA bMB ÑMA bMA

for σ P K and ψ P CPA.

Proof. Note that statements (i) and (ii) are equivalent to the following two statements,

respectively:

(i1) xφ, σ ˝ ψ˚y ě 0 for every ψ P CPA and σ P K.

(ii1) xp1A b φqpCψq,CσyAB ě 0 for every ψ P CPA and σ P K.

From (13), for every map ψ : MA ÑMA we have that

xφ, σ ˝ ψ˚y “ xφ ˝ ψ, σy “ xCφ˝ψ,CσyAB “ xp1A b φqpCψq,CσyAB,

which proves the equivalence (i)ðñ(ii). Taking the flip of the above identity yields

xφ, σ ˝ ψ˚y “ xσ˚, ψ˚ ˝ φ˚y “ xCσ˚ , p1B b ψ
˚
qpCφ˚qyBA,

which proves the equivalence (i)ðñ(iii) since CP˚A “ CPA. On the other hand, we also

have that
xφ, σ ˝ ψ˚y “ xσ˚ ˝ φ, ψ˚y “ xp1A b σ

˚
qpCφq,Cψ˚yAA

“ xψ, φ˚ ˝ σy “ xCψ, p1A b φ
˚
qpCσqyAA.

This completes the proof. ˝

Suppose that MA “ MB. For a fixed convex cone K in HpMA,MAq, the third

author [36] defined the set PK ĂMA bMA as

PK “ t% PMA bMA : p1A b σqp%q is positive for every σ P Ku.
14



A map φ : MA Ñ MA is called K-positive [36] if x%, φy ě 0 holds for every % P K. By

the equivalence of statements (i) and (iv) of Proposition 4.1, we see that PK “ CK˚5

and moreover that a map φ is K-positive if and only if φ P K˚5˝. If it is the case

that K “ K˚, we see that a map φ : MA Ñ MA is K-positive if and only if φ P K5˝,

which is equivalent to the condition that φ is the sum of maps of the form σ ˝ ψ for

maps σ P K and ψ P CP by statement (i) of Proposition 2.2. This recovers a result

from [36], where it was also shown that a map φ is CP-positive if and only if φ P CP.

This is a special case of the following characterization of right-mapping cones in terms

of K-positivity, which follows trivially form Proposition 2.1.

Corollary 4.2. Suppose that K is a closed convex cone in HpMA,MAq such that

K˚ “ K. The following are equivalent:

(i) For all maps φ : MA ÑMA, φ P K if and only if φ is K-positive.

(ii) K ˝ CPA Ă K.

We also have the following characterization of K4 by ampliation on the right.

Proposition 4.3. For a closed convex cone K in HpMA,MBq and a map φ P HpMA,MBq,

the following are equivalent:

(i) φ P K4.

(ii) pφ˚ b 1BqpCψq P CK˝ for every ψ P CPB.

(iii) pψ b 1AqpCφ˚q P CK˚˝ for every ψ P CPB.

(iv) pσ b 1BqpCφq P PBB for every σ P K.

(v) pφb 1BqpCσq P PBB for every σ P K.

Proof. For all maps σ P K and φ P CPB, we have the following maps:

φ˚ b 1B : MB bMB ÑMA bMB

ψ b 1A : MB bMA ÑMB bMA

σ b 1B : MA bMB ÑMB bMB

φb 1B : MA bMB ÑMB bMB.

First recall from (13) that

(21) p1B b φqpCσ˚q “ Cφ˝σ˚ PMB bMB.

Recalling that Cσ˝φ˚ is the flip of Cφ˝σ˚ from (3), taking the flip the identity in (21)

yields

pφb 1BqpCσq “ Cσ˝φ˚ .

We therefore obtain the following identities for all maps σ P K and φ P CPB:

xφ, ψ ˝ σy “ xψ˚ ˝ φ, σy “ xpφ˚ b 1BqpCψ˚q,CσyAB,

“ xσ˚, φ˚ ˝ ψy “ xCσ˚pψ
˚
b 1AqpCφ˚qyBA

“ xφ ˝ σ˚, ψy “ xpσ b 1BqpCφq,CψyBB
15



“ xψ˚, σ ˝ φ˚y “ xCψ˚ , pφb 1BqpCσqyBB.

Using the fact that CPB “ CP˚B, applying an argument similar to the one in the proof

of Proposition 4.1 yields the desired conclusion. ˝

We now apply Proposition 2.1 to Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.3 to obtain the

following characterizations of one-sided mapping cones in terms of ampliation maps.

Theorem 4.4. For a closed convex cone K in HpMA,MBq, the following are equiva-

lent:

(i) K ˝ CPAA Ă K.

(ii) For all maps φ, φ P K˝ if and only if p1A b φqpCψq P CK˝ for every ψ P CPA.

(iii) For all maps φ, φ P K˝ if and only if p1B bψqpCφ˚q P CK˚˝ for every ψ P CPA.

(iv) For all maps φ, φ P K˝ if and only if p1A b σ
˚qpCφq P PAA for every σ P K.

(v) For all maps φ, φ P K˝ if and only if p1A b φ
˚qpCσq P PAA for every σ P K.

We also have the following equivalence statements:

(vi) CPBB ˝K Ă K.

(vii) For all maps φ, φ P K˝ if and only if pφ˚ b 1BqpCψq P CK˝ for every ψ P CPB.

(viii) For all maps φ, φ P K˝ if and only if pψb 1AqpCφ˚q P CK˚˝ for every ψ P CPB.

(ix) For all maps φ, φ P K˝ if and only if pσ b 1BqpCφq P PBB for every σ P K.

(x) For all maps φ, φ P K˝ if and only if pφb 1BqpCσq P PBB for every σ P K.

If K is a mapping cone then statements (i) and (vi) in Theorem 4.4 are trivially

true. We therefore have the following characterization of mapping cones.

Corollary 4.5. Let K be a mapping cone in HpMA,MBq. For a map φ P LpMA,MBq,

the following statements are equivalent to the statement that φ P K:

(i) 1A b φ sends PAA into CK,

(ii) 1B b ψ sends Cφ˚ into CK˚ for every ψ P CPA,

(iii) 1A b σ
˚ sends Cφ into PAA for every σ P K˝,

(iv) 1A b φ
˚ sends CK˝ into PAA,

(v) φ˚ b 1B sends PBB into CK,

(vi) ψ b 1A sends Cφ˚ into CK˚ for every ψ P CPB,

(vii) σ b 1B sends Cφ into PBB for every σ P K˝,

(viii) φb 1B sends CK˝ into PBB.

Applying statement (viii) to the cone K “ DEC allows us to recover the result

in [35], which states that a map φ P HpMA,MBq is decomposable if and only if φb 1B

sends PPT matrices in MA bMB into the cone of positive matrices PBB. Applying

statement (viii) to the cone K “ Pk shows that a map φ is k-positive if and only

if φ b 1B sends every matrix with Schmidt number at most k to a positive matrix,

which recovers a result in [12, Theorem 3.3]. The notion of k-positivity can be also

characterized in terms of the left-side ampliation as shown by the following corollary.
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Corollary 4.6. Let φ P LpMA,MBq be a map. The condition that φ is k-positive is

equivalent to each of the following statements:

(i) 1A b φ : MA bMA ÑMA bMB sends PAA into BPk,

(ii) 1B b ψ : MB bMA ÑMB bMA sends Cφ˚ into BPk for every ψ P CPA,

(iii) 1A b σ
˚ : MA bMB ÑMA bMA sends Cφ into PAA for every σ P SPk,

(iv) 1A b φ
˚ : MA bMB ÑMA bMA sends Sk into PAA.

Taking the cone K “ SP1 and applying Corollary 4.5, we see that a map φ is

entanglement breaking (i.e., Cφ is separable) if and only if 1A b φ sends every state to

a separable state. This recovers a result from [18]. A similar result for k-superpositive

maps, which can be found in [9], can be stated as follows. A map φ is k-superpositive

if and only if φb 1B sends every state to a state with Schmidt number ď k.

We may interpret Corollary 4.5 in terms of Choi matrices Cφ instead of the map φ

itself. For example, for the convex cone K “ SP1, from statement (vii) we have that

% P CSP1 “ S1 if and only if σb 1B sends % to a positive matrix for every σ P P1 “ SP˝1.

That is, we see that a state % is separable if and only if pσb1Bqp%q is positive for every

positive map σ [17]. Similarly, we also have that % has Schmidt number at most k if

and only if pφ b 1Bqp%q is positive for every k-positive map σ [44]. We conclude this

section by presenting the following further characterizations of separability that are

found by applying statements (ii), (iii), (vi) and (vii) of Corollary 4.5. (See, e.g., [17].)

Corollary 4.7. Let % P MA b MB be a state. The condition that % is separable is

equivalent to each of the following statements:

(i) ψ b 1B : MA bMB ÑMA bMB sends % into S1 for every ψ P CPA.

(ii) 1A b σ
˚ : MA bMB ÑMA bMA sends % into PAA for every σ P P1.

(iii) 1A b ψ : MA bMB ÑMA bMB sends % into S1 for every ψ P CPB.

(iv) σ b 1B : MA bMB ÑMB bMB sends % into PBB for every σ P P1.

5. PPT-square conjecture

The notion of positive partial transpose plays an important role in quantum infor-

mation theory, as evidenced by the PPT criterion for separability (S1 Ă PPT ). The

following conjecture was recently proposed by Christandl in [28].

Conjecture 5.1. If φ and ψ are PPT maps in MA then ψ˝φ is entanglement breaking.

This conjecture is called the PPT-square conjecture. In our notation, the conjecture

can be stated as the following inclusion:

PPT ˝ PPT Ă SP1.

The conjecture has been supported by the following results. If φ is a unital or trace

preserving PPT map then lim
kÑ8

dpφk,SP1q Ñ 0 [22]. If φ is a unital PPT map then

there is a positive integer n such that φn P SP1 [26]. Moreover, the conjecture has been
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shown recently to be true in the case when MA is the set of 3 ˆ 3 matrices [2, 7]. See

also [10, 14, 24] for related results.

Choosing the cones K0 “ K1 “ PPT and K2 “ P1, applying the equivalences in (7)

yields the following equivalences:

PPT ˝ PPT Ă SP1 ðñ PPT ˝ P1 Ă DEC ðñ P1 ˝ PPT Ă DEC.

The equivalence of the first and the third of the above statements was shown in [7].

From the identity PPT “ PPT ˝ CP “ PPT ˝ DEC, we also have the following equiva-

lences:

PPT ˝ PPT Ă SP1 ðñ PPT ˝ CP ˝ PPT Ă SP1 ðñ PPT ˝ DEC ˝ PPT Ă SP1.

By the identity in (6), we have that

xφ0 ˝ φ1 ˝ φ2, φ3y “ xφ1, φ
˚
0 ˝ φ3 ˝ φ

˚
2y,

for all maps φ0 P K0, φ1 P K1, φ2 P K2, and φ3 P K3, which yields the equivalence

K0 ˝K1 ˝K2 Ă K˝
3 ðñ K˚

0 ˝K3 ˝K
˚
2 Ă K˝

1

for arbitrary closed convex cones K0, K1 K2 and K3. This observation yields the

equivalences

PPT ˝ CP ˝ PPT Ă SP1 ðñ PPT ˝ P1 ˝ PPT Ă CP,

PPT ˝ DEC ˝ PPT Ă SP1 ðñ PPT ˝ P1 ˝ PPT Ă PPT.

The above equivalences may be summarized by the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2. The following statements are equivalent:

(i) PPT ˝ PPT Ă SP1.

(ii) PPT ˝ P1 Ă DEC.

(iii) P1 ˝ PPT Ă DEC.

(iv) PPT ˝ CP ˝ PPT Ă SP1.

(v) PPT ˝ DEC ˝ PPT Ă SP1.

(vi) PPT ˝ P1 ˝ PPT Ă CP.

(vii) PPT ˝ P1 ˝ PPT Ă PPT.

Using the identity in (12), we may also formulate the PPT-square conjecture in

terms of block matrices as follows.

Conjecture 5.3. For all states %1, %2 PMA bMA, if both %1 and %2 are PPT then the

block-wise summation of the block Schur product %1 ˝%2 PMAbpMAbMAq is separable.
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